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Two Sectors: One Large and Modern...
and one Rural and Underdeveloped
The Egyptian wheat and flour economy is TOughly structured into two distinct subsectors: a modem sector supplying the urban population with imported wheat products at subsidized prices (flour of 72% extraction is not subsidizedJ, and an underdeveloped sector supplying the rural population with domestically produced wheat flour
mainly for home consumption.
In the modem sector, large and well-equipped mills produce 72% and 82% percent
extraction rate flour. The 82% flour is heavily subsidized by the government and
therefore its processing. distribution, and utilization is highly controlled. Wheat
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grain for these mills is almost exclusively imported

at 290 LE per ton. which implies a potential loss of

by either the private mills or by the large public

400 LE per ton or more.

mills. Government also purchases a small volume
of wheat from farmers (about 20 percent of produc-

By contrast, private mills producing 72% flour

tion) to complement imports. and to process into

import wheat at 550 LE per ton. and sell flour at

82 % flour.

900 LE per ton and bran at LE 400 per ton. (The
price of bran is set by the government at 400 LE

The rural wheat marketing sub-sector caters to the

per ton. but in fact it is much higher.)

rural population. and relies on thousands of
small mills--owned by farmers or small village

In the rural and underdeveloped wheat marketing

operators--to grind wheat into raw flour (100%

sector. the wheat grain sells for about 650 LE per

extraction and unsifted) for consumption after

ton. The price of raw flour produced by village

refinement by rural women in their homes.

mills is estimated at about 700 LE per ton. and the
difference represents the value of bran and milling

Wheat Marketing System...
Linked to Subsidized Bread
Program
The structure of the wheat marketing system is
linked to the government program to provide
subsidized bread mainly for city dwellers.

costs.

.. .Potential for Diversion is
Great
Recipients of subsidized 82% flour could. if they
were allowed. make over 100 percent profit on the
flour by reselling it in the private rural market or

The modern system includes the subsidized 82%

refining it further into 72% flour for the private

flour and the 72% non-subsidized refined flour.

refined flour market. An army of government

Most of the 72% segment is in private hands

inspectors is therefore necessary to oversee that the

for both production and distribution. Ciovernment

82% flour delivered to bakeries is indeed baked

purchases all the grain for the 82% market seg-

into subsidized baladi bread rather than diverted

ment, much of which is milled in state-run

elsewhere. The potential for leakage is great.

mills. although a significant portion of milling is
subcontracted to private mills for a fee and under

The potential for flour diversion into non-subsi-

strict supervision.

dized uses has led the government to adopt other
measures:

All of the 82% flour is handled and distributed
through the state-system. and distribution to bak-

• Rour mills are allowed to produce only one type

eries and flour shops is done under rigorous con-

of flour, either 72% or 82%. thus making it easier

trol. In early 1998. the government paid about

to monitor the input and outputs of each mill--even

550 LE per ton of imported wheat and 600 LE per

private mills are subject to this restriction.

ton of domestically produced wheat. After
milling. packing. storage and distribution costs are

• Rour shops receiving 82% flour cannot sell 72%

added. the Ciovernment sells the flour to bakeries

flour.
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• Private flour mills must be registered and strictly
controlled to prevent illegal refining of 82% into
72% flour.

Private. Modem Mills
Process Only Imported
Wheat...
Private mills are not allowed to process domestic
wheat; they can only process imported wheat. The
rationale advanced for this restriction is that
domestic production should be primarily of the subsidized 82% flour, and not of the non-subsidized
72% private milled flour. This restriction, however, clearly deprives Egyptian farmers of access to
the most profitable market for their wheat in Egypt.
On the other hand, qovernment only buys one
fifth of domestic production for the 82% flour;
mostly qovernment finds it cheaper and more convenient to purchase imported wheat from abroad
rather than procuring it locally.
At present, imported wheat is actually slightly
cheaper than domestically produced wheat, and
there is no import duty levied at all. Private
millers of 72% flour are therefore not constrained
by the restriction on buying local wheat since
imported wheat is cheaper. However, if the
international price for wheat were to increase
slightly the perverse effects of preventing private
mills from using Egyptian wheat would become
self-evident.
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geous to urban consumers, and puts farmers and
rural inhabitants at a great disadvantage.
Rural centers receive only a fraction of their fair
share of the 82% flour, and that is concentrated in
the governorate and district administrative centers.
Ordinary farmers and rural inhabitants do not have
equal access to subsidized flour or bread. Village
home bakers may pay 700 LE per ton of homemade raw flour while their licensed counterparts
pay government only 290 LE per ton for 82%
flour. Middle-class, urban consumers pay for bread
a fraction of the price paid by village consumers in
rural areas, who bake or buy home-baked bread.

., .Hinders Normal
Commercial Market
Development
The system adopted to implement the bread subsidy keeps the marketing system for Egyptian
wheat from developing along normal commercial
lines. Wheat produced by Egyptian farmers is consumed in rural areas and, in effect (though not in
intent), kept out of the cities.
Vnder such conditions, trade in wheat is kept at
primitive stages of competition, confined to balancing the deficits of some farmers and villages with
the tiny surpluses of other farmers and other vitlages. A survey of wheat traders by IFPRI confirms that local wheat trade is very localized and
carried out by small volume operators.

Government Priority
...Maintaining Subsidized
Bread

What prevents the development of long distance
trade by large-scale wholesalers! Simply stated,
there is no demand in the cities for domestic wheat.

The principal government priority is to maintain a
system to deliver subsidized bread to the urban
population. The current system is highly advanta-

Private mills producing 72% flour are not allowed
to use domestic wheat. Mills producing 82'lb flour
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get all their grain from the government, and sell all
their flour back to the government. There is no
market in 82% wheat flour, only movement
through official channels.
A private mill operator cannot buy wheat from
farmers at 600 LE per ton and sell in competition
with the subsidized official flour at 290 LE per ton.
Therefore, Ciovernment has become the sale viable
channel for Egyptian wheat to reach the 82% market, which effectively precludes any private market
channels from developing. The absence of wheat
wholesalers is the obvious result of the government
monopoly. These are not two separate aspects of
the wheat market: They are one and the same
finding--one causes the other.

...And Favors Cheaper
Imports over the Egyptian
Wheat Farmer
Another speculative question is what prevents
imported wheat or its flour from reaching rural
Impoft@Wheat
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The other part of the answer is that private mills
importing wheat are allowed to produce only 72%
flour, and are prevented from prodUcing coarser
types of flour more suitable for the needs of the
rural communities. This restriction has had the fortunate effect of protecting Egyptian wheat farmers
from cheaper imports without the need to impose a
protective tariff on grain imports.

Recommendations
Based on the above analysis, several possible
changes in government procedures, rules and regulations become apparent.
Target the Poor. Fairness requires that the current
system of subsidized bread be shared in a more
equitable manner. At present,. rich and poor alike
benefit from subsidized bread in urban centers,
while ordinary villagers in most of Egypt do not
benefit at all. By contrast, a large share of the cost
of the subsidized bread system falls on wheat farmers, because they are denied access to the national
Egyptian urban market by the government's preference for using imported grain to produce subsidized
flour.

__ Leakage

__ Leakage
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Fine Bread,:ti~ta;Pasteries

areas and displacing locally produced grain and
flourl Part of the answer is marketing and distrib-
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ution costs. It is expensive to process, package, and
distribute imported wheat and wheat products to
reach rural consumers. High trucking costs help to
protect villages from cheap wheat and flour from
Argentina.
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Since the majority of the poor in Egypt live in rural
areas, it seems only fair that they should also have
access to subsidized 82% flour. (The current system clearly has an urban bias.) The government
needs a better system to identify and target the
bread subsidy to the poor, away from the relatively
prosperous middle classes in Cairo and Alexandria,
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and in favor of the relatively deprived families in
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limited to producing a single type of flour.

the countryside.
The fear that such a change will increase the
(jradual Relaxation of Wheat Imports. Egyptian

potential for leakage of 82% flour should not lead

wheat farmers have made enormous progress

to imposing these inherent inefficiencies on private

in the last decade in increasing output and

sector mills. At present, it is not likely that private

yields, but they still find it difficult to compete

mills would produce 82% flour to compete against

in the world market against grain from the

subsidized 82% flour from official channels, but it

Americas (Canada, VSA, and Argentina) and

will enable them to produce other types of flour to

Australia.

conform to the needs and preference of other consumer groups.

At present, Egyptian wheat farmers are partially
protected by regulations and high internal market-

(jovernment to Purchase 82% Hour on a

ing costs, but the sudden removal or relaxation of

Competitive Basis. Many of the negative effects

those restrictions could threaten the well being of

of the current bread subsidy program derive from

wheat farmers. As a precautional)' measure,

the government's expansion of activities beyond

restrictions on imported wheat should be relaxed

the direct subsidy on bread.

gradually, including wheat imported by public
mills or other (jovernment agencies. Such a move

To subsidize bread, the government decides to take

would place Egyptian wheat farmers on an equal

over the handling of subsidized 82% flour. then it

footing with foreign producers, and will enable the

chooses to set up state-owned large mills to pro-

further liberalization of the wheat market without

duce the 82% flour by itself, rather than contract-

fear of major disruptions in production. The cur-

ing the private sector. Then, the government

rent absence of an import duty benefits primarily

establishes a state monopoly to purchase wheat

high-income consumers of 72% flour products

grain for the subsidized program, either from

(patisseries and European-type bakeries), which

farmers or from overseas. The financial burden

had been reflected in a vel)' high per capita con-

of those ancillal)' activities -

sumption, amounting to nearly 200 kgs per year.

grain trading -

At the same time, the heavy subsidy on wheat

cost of the bread subsidy program, and has stifled

and baladi bread creates a high level of waste in

the normal development of a private competitive

all marketing channels of wheat and wheat

grain marketing system.

flour milling and

has increased unnecessarily the

products.
To reverse this course, it is suggested that Ihe govAllow Vnrestricted Purchase of Egyptian

ernment focus ils efforts on improving Ihe largeting

Wheat by Private Sector Mills, and Allow them

of bread subsidy, and disengage gradually from Ihe

to Produce and Sell any type of Hour. This rec-

trading activities that are performed more efficiency

ommendation implies discarding the restriction that

by the private sector.

72% flour mills can only process imported wheat.
It also implies that private mills should not be

To begin, (jovernment could open competitive bid-
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ding for the direct purchase of 82% flour from Egyptian mills, and reduce its purchases of wheat grain accordingly. This step will introduce an element of competition in the 82% flour milling among public and private mills. It will also induce
mills to purchase Egyptian grain and allow for a private trading system to emerge
to fulfil those functions.
Eventually, the government should disengage entirely from grain trade, and concentrate on buying 82% flour from public and private mills on a competitive basis.
Public mills should be allowed to operate on a commercial basis, including doing
their own grain procurement, deciding what types of flour to produce, and doing
their own pricing and marketing. The government need not be involved in setting a procurement price for wheat every year, and deciding from whom to buy
grain, and through which channels.
Alternative Subsidy: Flour Allotments to School Children. The current system of bread subsidy is inherently inefficient, because its coverage is too wide, and
it offers too many opportunities for leakage and corruption.
An alternative subsidy system offered for comparison could be as follows: Provide
every child attending public school in poor neighborhoods a free bag of 5 kg of
82% flour per month. This amounts to 50 kg per year, and it might cover a total
of 5 million school children in urban communities. The total cost would be $40
million, a fraction of the cost of the current bread subsidy system, and it would not
create such harmful distortions in the grain and flour system. A school distribution system will be easier to target to poor communities; families with many children will get proportionally more benefits; and will encourage school attendance.
Leakage will be smaller and easier to detect and supervise.
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